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elcome to CCJ’s resource ‘For Refugees, 
With Refugees: Advancing Interfaith 
Responses’. CCJ is thankful to all our 
partners who have supported the creation of 
this unique resource. We are especially 
grateful to Near Neighbours for their generous 
support of our first refugee workshop and the 
production of this resource.

This resource would not have been 
possible without the valuable contribution of 
people across our communities. We are 
grateful to all who have shared advice from 

their own refugee projects and to those who 
offer a theological reflection on the 
importance of welcoming the stranger.

Finally we wish to thank everyone who 
reads this resource looking to welcome 
refugees in their local communities. CCJ has 
created the resource to encourage interfaith 
responses to the refugee crisis, and this is 
only possible through the dedication of 
individuals joining together to create positive 
change. We hope this resource will be a 
valuable tool for you.
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 'For Refugees, With Refugees: Advancing Interfaith Responses' 
 

A message from Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis 
 
 

In 2015, I visited a refugee camp on the border of Greece and Macedonia. Little could prepare me for 
the tremendous impact of this experience. While there, I met Nabi, a young boy from Afghanistan. He 
was one of many children on a journey to “somewhere safe”, where he could be free from persecution 
and live as any young person is entitled to live. His story has stayed with me.  
 
The Shulchan Aruch, our principle code of Jewish law, sets clear priorities for occasions when, with 
limited resources at our disposal, there are tensions between, for example, the needs of an individual 
and those of an organisation; or, between a local charity and a global cause. However, it states clearly 
that when someone is knocking at your door, presenting an urgent need, you must not turn them away.  
 
In recent years, we have seen many thousands of people knocking on Europe’s door, running from 
persecution to a better life.  
 
In the course of the Jewish community’s ongoing response to this humanitarian emergency, I have 
been particularly heartened and exceptionally proud to witness the extent of our efforts to help. This 
has been evident both in the short term alleviation of desperate suffering, as well as the difficult longer 
term challenges of integration.  
  
Much of this has undoubtedly been driven by the inevitable historical resonances of this crisis. As Jews, 
many of us have family members who were once refugees. We have recognised the echoes of our own 
long and often painful journey as a people.  
  
This desire to act is also born of the fact that we are a community with a burning sense of social 
responsibility. Where there is great need, our innate reaction has been, as it so often is, to channel a 
spirit of generosity. We understand that we must look beyond our immediate circle of concern in fulfilling 
our defining moral responsibilities.  
 
In an audience with Pope Francis in the same year that I met Nabi, we discussed the refugee crisis. 
The Pope said to me: “We share this world together, and must care for it together”.  
 
Those words are as vital and pertinent as ever. Each of us is created in the image of God and we must 
not ignore those who are calling for help. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis 
April 2019 • Nisan 5779 
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A foreword from H.E. Cardinal Vincent Nichols

REFUGEE CRISIS: A CALL TO VOCATION OF SERVICE

In our contemporary world, refugees are the products of wars, persecution, and conflicts, 
civil and ethnic unrest or famine. They are involuntary exiles who would have preferred to 
remain in their original territory but have been forced to find sanctuary.

It can be said, and rightly so, that Israel’s ancestors fit into the definition of refugees. Abra-
ham, Sarah and their descendants were outsiders and never quite fitted into Canaanite 
society.  Though they had no intention of returning to their original country, they were 
convinced that God had brought them to their new-found place. Whilst they were not 
destitute migrants, because they had some resources, nevertheless they had to deal with 
jealousies, tensions and conflicts with those who saw them as foreigners, as outsiders. 
The Hebrew word “ger”, which is translated as “sojourner”, “resident alien” or even ‘refu-
gee’, refers to a foreigner who lives permanently within another community and never feels 
part of that community. In Genesis 23:4, Abraham describes himself as a “ger”. A “ger”, 
therefore, can be said to be an outsider with some legal rights.

In the Catholic tradition, Jesus himself suffered the plight of being a stranger in a foreign 
land when his parents fled from the wickedness of the political authorities who wanted to 
kill him in order to protect their power. It is this ‘flight into Egypt’ that the followers of Je-
sus, the Church, draw upon in her teaching on the care and protection of refugees.

Much has changed since those ancient days. But one thing that remains the same through 
the history of humanity is the natural instinct and vocation to serve refugees and the op-
pressed. 

States have a primary duty to protect their citizens and provide them with the political and 
social climate to live in peace and prosper. Even so, this primary duty should not give rise 
to the hostility and violence faced by those who have had to flee their homelands and seek 
sanctuary in other countries.

The refugee situation in Europe, coupled with human trafficking, is a great tragedy and 
challenge. We should never lose sight of the fundamental and natural vocation of offering 
a welcome to the refugee, the needy, the oppressed and to those who are thereby ren-
dered homeless. If we have the will there is a way forward that will allow us to build a so-
ciety in which the stranger is welcomed and respected. 

Cardinal Vincent Nichols
Archbishop of Westminster 
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he Council of Christians and Jews has 
campaigned for refugees since 1942, when 
our founders came together to help Jews 
fleeing Nazi Europe. Of course, both faiths 
place importance on loving the stranger, and 
within both faiths there are strong arguments 
for supporting refugees. Many Christian and 
Jewish communities are already putting 
these values into practice around the 
country, through drop-in centres in churches 
and synagogues, conversation groups, and 
countless other projects. But at CCJ we 
believe that it is not enough to work in silos.

It is vital that we work between faiths to 
support refugees. By working side by side, 
we project the image of the UK that we 
would like new arrivals to see: as a diverse 
and tolerant country that celebrates 
difference. We can share best practice, and 
combine our resources. This resource is for 
those who want our communities to work 
together with refugees and asylum seekers, 
and who are looking for practical ways to 
achieve this goal.

The case studies and suggested projects 
in this resource cover a wide range of 
ambition: projects founded this year or thirty 
years ago, with 100 volunteers or five, 

meeting in church basements or fundraising 
thousands. They are intended to provide 
inspiration for what could be done in your 
own community, and to pass on advice. The 
practical tips and list of further resources at 
the end of the resource can help you as you 
progress in planning your project.

In February 2019, CCJ held its first 
workshop for faith and community leaders on 
how to advance interfaith responses to the 
refugee crisis. The workshop aimed to 
provide leaders with the skills, knowledge, 
and networks to found their own projects 
helping refugees and asylum seekers. This 
resource builds on that workshop by opening 
out these resources and knowledge to all.

Our communities have tremendous power 
to welcome in the stranger, and to be a force 
for good in the public debate around 
refugees. CCJ invites you to commit to 
using that power. Together, we can change 
the narrative around refugees. Let us treat 
the stranger as ourselves, and put our faith 
into action.

Jessica Spencer
Programme Manager, 
Council of Christians and Jews

Jessica Spencer 
speaks at CCJ’s 

workshop in 
February 2019
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e are at a time when more people have 
been forced to flee their homes than at any 
time since World War II. The scale of the 
worldwide refugee crisis has become a 
household fact. As we are desensitised to 
news of people fleeing their homeland or 
spending prolonged periods in temporary 
accommodation - we are challenged to 
speak against what Pope Francis has coined 
the ‘globalisation of indifference’.

We are currently facing the highest levels 
of displacement on record. The United 
Nations Refugee Agency (UNHCR) estimates 
that there are around 68.5 million people 
worldwide who have been forced from their 
home as a result of persecution, conflict or 
generalised violence. That is nearly one 
person forcibly displaced every two 
seconds; each person much more than a 
number, holding a unique experience and 
identity.

On top of this the rate at which this 
population is growing is also accelerating.  
Over the past five years much of this 
increase has been due to the conflict in 
Syria, however it is important not to forget 

USPG provides some background to the global  

refugee crisis and the role of faith communities.

the numerous other situations 
across the world that are also 
causing people to flee their 
homes. With many global 
issues that drive migration 
such as climate change, 
conflict and global wealth 
inequalities on the rise, 
international attention on 
displacement is only likely to 
intensify in the coming years.

It is only once someone has 
crossed an international border for 
safety and been granted asylum 
that they have international 
protection as a refugee. It is 
estimated that there are around 25.4 
million refugees worldwide, over half 
of whom are children. Most people 
who have been displaced stay within 
their home countries as internally 
displaced people (IDP). Of those who 
do cross international boarders the 
vast majority are being hosted by 
neighbouring countries, with nations in 
the global south accommodating far 
more than their fair share. 

All of this is occurring at a time that 
borders are hardening, xenophobia is 
rising and there is a deep-rooted fear of 
immigration in many nations. As wealth 
and power is used to build walls and 
deflect responsibility, those seeking 
sanctuary are left finding more dangerous 
passage (for example a deadlier route 
crossing over the Mediterranean Sea) and 
are at a greater risk of exploitation during 
the journey. 

Filippo Grandi, United Nations High 
Commissioner for Refugees has said “We 
are at a watershed, where success in 
managing forced displacement globally 
requires a new and far more comprehensive 

Refugees, like all people, are treasured 
human beings made in the image of God 
who deserve safety, freedom and the 
opportunity to flourish. Jesus commands 
us to care for the most vulnerable among 
us: “The King will reply, ‘Truly I tell you, 
whatever you did for one of the least of 
these brothers and sisters of mine, you 
did for me.’ (Matthew 25:40).
CCJ President and Archbishop of Canterbury 
Justin Welby
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approach so that countries and communities 
aren’t left dealing with this alone”.

Faith communities globally are central to 
responding to people on the move. USPG 
church partners around the world have been 
talking to USPG about these issues for 
many years, with the arrival and departure of 
people from communities creating both 
challenges and opportunities.  Far beyond 
providing financial, material and social 
resources, faith actors provide a myriad of 
spiritual support and embed faith values at 
the heart of communities championing 
hospitality, peace and justice.

Across the world, Anglican churches are 
playing their part responding to the 
concerns and opportunities in their own 
contexts: responding to moments of crisis 
but also embedded in place to continue 
engaging with communities once global 
attention has turned away. Below we share 
but a few of the many ways that churches 
across the world are engaging in these 
issues.

In response to the migrant caravan with 
people walking north from Honduras, El 
Salvador and Guatemala towards the United 
States of America in autumn 2018, the 
Anglican Church in Mexico has opened its 
doors to provide emergency food, shelter, 
psychological and legal support to those on 
the northern border of Mexico.

All Saints Cathedral in Cairo, Egypt 
founded Refugee Egypt in 1987, where they 
continue to provide child care, employment, 
education, medical assistance and more to 
refugees from across sub-Saharan Africa.

The Anglican Church in Gambella, Ethiopia 
has grown rapidly due to Sudanese and 
South Sudanese refugees (doubling the 
population of the region since 2013). 
Churches across the region have been 
constructed and enable inter-tribal worship 
which is highly significant given the ethnic 
violence within South Sudan.

In Myanmar, after decades of conflict, 
internally displaced Karen people who have 
taken refuge in camps on the Myanmar-Thai 

border have been returning and resettling in 
the areas where they used to live. The 
Anglican Church of Myanmar is assisting 
returnees with re-homing, providing a team 
of volunteer health workers and a clean 
water programme meaning better health, 
sanitation and crops.

Across Europe churches have been 
responding to the issue. In northern Finland 
the White Nile congregations have used 
their own experiences of gaining asylum and 
settling in Finland to provide advice and 
support to new refugees on how to 
understand their host country and to 
integrate into society. In Greece, St Paul’s 
Church has been supporting language 
lessons and providing psychosocial and 
legal support to refugees as well as 
convening a regular meeting of church 
actors in Athens to enable churches to work 
together more effectively. In Belgium, the 
Anglican Church has joined other Christians 
and inter-faith actors to advocate for and 
fund humanitarian visas enabling safe 
passage for 150 vulnerable asylum-seekers 
from Syria.

Whatever our own context, we are 
challenged to consider the response of 
others in order to frame our own response 
and to confront the ‘globalisation of 
indifference’.

Rebecca Boardman,  
Programmes Manager, USPG
USPG is an Anglican mission agency that 
partners churches and communities 
worldwide in God’s mission to enliven faith, 
strengthen relationships, unlock potential 
and champion justice. 

Every human is entitled to life and 
dignity. People aren’t just refugees. 
They’re one person, one mother, one 
child, one father. Only by coming 
together and recognising each 
individual’s humanity can we truly 
support refugees, and be the welcoming 
society that our faith demands.
CCJ President and Senior  
Rabbi of Reform Judaism
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IMMIGRATION 

DETENTION  
IN THE UK

René Cassin, the Jewish voice for human rights, works to promote and 

protect human rights in the UK, drawing on Jewish experience and values. 

René Cassin campaigns on a number of human rights issues: immigration 

detention; modern slavery; safeguarding human rights legislation in the UK; 

discrimination against Gypsy, Roma and Travellers and tackling hate crime. 

9

hroughout history, the ability to seek refuge 
has been essential to Jewish survival. 
However, in the UK today, those seeking 
refuge can be indefinitely locked up in 
immigration detention centres in a system 
which is ‘inhumane, unjust and ineffective’. 

The detention of people for immigration 
purposes is largely a hidden issue. Even less 
known is the fact that there is no time limit on 
how long someone can be detained.

René Cassin argues for a time limit on 
immigration detention and makes the case 
for alternatives to detention, which could 
improve the lives of detainees, and make the 
system operate more effectively and with 
less cost. René Cassin is an integral part of 
the nationwide Detention Forum, which 
campaigns for the introduction of a 28-day 
time limit on immigration detention. 
Detention Forum has acknowledged that  
our membership adds, uniquely, both a 
strong Jewish voice for reform in immigration 
detention and a powerful interfaith unity on 
the issue. 

A ‘key for freedom’ on the Seder plate 
– mobilising the Jewish community
We have found the Jewish community 
strongly supportive of our work on behalf of 
asylum seekers and migrants. 

Our campaigns have inspired some of our 
volunteers to set up a group of Jewish 
Detention Visitors to show solidarity with 

those in immigration detention, by visiting 
detainees of all faiths and nationalities to give 
the support of a listening ear and a lifeline to 
the outside world. The role of Volunteer 
Visitors is to empower detainees and support 
them. While Visitors cannot offer legal 
advice, they play an important part as 
‘human rights monitors’, voicing concerns 
and monitoring the treatment of detainees. If 
you would like to get involved, please email 
jewishdetentionvisitors@gmail.com. 

As people of faith we must continue to 
demand a more accountable and  
transparent immigration policy, which seeks 
to serve not administrative targets, but the 
rights and dignity of all.

For Refugees, With Refugees

I welcome this interfaith initiative  
to support refugees. The stronger  
the joint sense of welcome we can 
convey, the more convincing will be  
the sense of acceptance. Our 
communities can only benefit from  
such steps towards greater cohesion.
Revd Dr Hugh Osgood, CCJ President  
and Moderator of the Free Churches



HOW TO GET 

INVOLVED
The Jewish Council for Racial Equality (JCORE) was formed in 1976 to provide a 

Jewish voice on race and asylum issues. JCORE works in three main areas: race 

equality education, Black- Asian- Jewish dialogue, and practical support and 

campaigning for refugees and asylum seekers.
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here are many ways in which people can 
support refugees in the UK, wherever you 
live. Here are some ideas:

l Improve your own knowledge and 
educate others 
Do you know the difference between an 
asylum seeker and a refugee? Do you 
know why people leave their home and 
come to the UK? Get the facts and share 
them with others. Some good websites to 
start with are www.refugee-action.org.uk 
and www.refugeecouncil.org.uk

l Challenge Stereotypes 
When you hear people talking negatively 
about refugees or you read something 
in the media that promotes negative 
stereotypes, challenge them! Become an 
advocate for refugees.

l Get involved with local groups that 
already exist 
Many towns and cities have existing 
groups which support and campaign on 
behalf of asylum seekers and refugees.  
This will especially be the case if you 
are fortunate enough to live in a ‘City of 
Sanctuary’. See https://cityofsanctuary.org.  
If your town doesn’t have such a group, 
then start one!

l Volunteer at a drop-in centre 
Many refugees and asylum seekers face 
destitution and rely on the services of 
drop-in centres to survive. In London 
there are at least 6 such centres run by 
synagogues. 

l Volunteer for a refugee befriending 
scheme 
JCORE runs a befriending scheme for 
young refugees who are in the UK without 
their parents and a mentoring scheme for 
refugee doctors seeking to requalify to 
work in the UK. Both of these are currently 
London-based and are always looking for 
volunteers. Contact them on 020 8455 
0896 or see www.jcore.org.uk

l Campaign 
There are always refugee issues in need 
of advocates. You can either support an 
existing campaign or start one of your 
own. Current campaigns include:

l Lift The Ban  
campaigning for asylum seekers to be 
allowed to work if their case hasn’t been 
settled within 6 months:  http://lifttheban.
co.uk

l Family Reunion  
calling for refugees to be reunited with 
family members. The law currently only 
allows refugees to come into the UK 
for family reunion if very close family 
members (such as a parent) are already 
here. This campaign calls for the definition 
of family to be broadened to include wider 
family members.

For more information on any aspect of 
JCORE’s work, see www.jcore.org.uk  
or call 020 8455 0896.

11
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This group has been meeting for 
around six months in St Peter’s 
Church, Walworth in South London. 
It was set up directly in response 
to a request from a Syrian refugee 
living in the parish who expressed a 
desire to meet with women who can 
speak English and who understand 
the way this country works.  The 
group meets on a Wednesday 
morning in the community centre 
beneath the church and is equally 
balanced between longstanding 
church members and recent 
migrants who are mostly Muslim. 
We chose the time to fit in with the 
end of morning prayers thinking that 
this would make it easy for people 
to stay on after for the conversation 
group. We are still finding our way 
but now that a level of friendship has 
been established we are starting 
to do role play exercises and have 
more controversial discussions. 
Although only women attend the 
group it is well supported by the 
male clergy at the church who have 
baked cakes, bought refreshments, 
looked after toddlers etc in order 
to help the group get established. 
Some of the women who come from 
St Peters have been able to share 
their own experiences of arriving as 
migrants many years ago and how it 
was for them.

Why did you start the group? 
How has the group supported 
refugees?

‘When I first came to London 
from Syria I was shy and didn’t 

want people to laugh at me and the 

way I spoke English. I met Siriol 
from the Church at the Eid Festival 
in Burgess Park and asked if we 
could set up a group for women to 
meet each other and speak English 
together. None of my friends could 
speak English – we were all in the 
same boat. This group helps me to 
feel confident and encourages me 
to go out and speak. Otherwise it 
is easy just to stay indoors and not 
meet anyone. It is hard to break this 
barrier, some people just prefer to 
stay enclosed. This group helps us 
to break the barrier and leave the 
safety of our homes.’

‘It is important to have a group 
like this in order to feel part of 

the local community and not to be 
too shy or too scared to speak with 
other people’.

‘It helps us learn how to live in 
England’.

What difference has it made 
working across faiths?

‘As Christians we want to 
meet our neighbours and 

learn from them’

‘As Muslims we have great 
respect for Christians and 

Jews. It is good to meet each other. 
It is not necessary to think the same’.

‘We are all made by God and 
equal before God’.

‘This group is a place we can 
find out about our differences 

and discover how we still can build 
friendship’.

What advice do you have for 
people thinking of setting up a 
group?
Think through where and when to 
meet and what format you want 
your group to have. Who is going 
to support the group as it gets off 
the ground?  Also what are your 
costs and where will you get funding 
from?  We decided not to meet 
in the church itself as it was seen 
as quite an intimidating and old 
building and may have been an 
obstacle to women who had never 
been in a church before. We meet 
in the community centre under the 
church. We decided to meet weekly 
at a time that would be after school 
children had been dropped off and 
after morning prayers had finished 
in the church. We decided to have a 
group where we were all equal. This 
was discussed and we decided not 
to have a classroom situation with 
one person teaching and the others 
all learning English. From the start 
it has been just as much about the 
opportunity to meet each other and 
learn about our different traditions 
and cultures. We spend about £10 
a week on healthy refreshments 
which the church subsidises. We 
are applying for funding to help 
with this and to be able to pay rent 
for the room we use. The Diocese 
of Southwark Refugee Response 
Co-ordinator Joanne McCrone  
has been helpful with this and with 
encouraging us in general.

WOMAN 2 WOMAN WALWORTH

Woman 2 Woman 
Walworth at CCJ’s 
refugee workshop, 

March 2019
CASE  
STUDY

A conversation group at St Peter’s Church, Walworth; 
an Anglican church in the Diocese of Southwark



DROP-IN 
CENTRES
Rabbi Jonathan Wittenberg, CCJ President and Senior Rabbi of Masorti Judaism,  

explains why he works with refugees and what his community are doing.
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or a significant part of the war years my 
mother and her parents were hosted by a 
devout Christian family outside London. 
When they were left my mother asked: 
‘How can we ever thank you?’ ‘Your 
thanks’, they replied, ‘will be that in due 
course you will care for others as we have 
tried to support you.’

My mother took those words to heart; I 
know she’s done her best to live by them. 
The values they embody are one of her most 
important gifts to me. Alongside the impact 
of the history of the Jewish People, so often 
marginalised, ghettoised, persecuted and 
forced into exile, they add a strong personal 
motivation to the commitment to care for 
refugees. As the Torah clearly and 
repeatedly states, ‘You shall love the 
stranger, for you have known the soul of the 
stranger.’ As with so many Jewish families, 
for my parents this was literally true.

Through the passionate and sustained 
commitment of many volunteers, my 
community, the New North London 
Synagogue, has run a drop-in centre for 
destitute asylum seekers. It has been the 
model for several other synagogues and has 
brought together volunteers of all ages and 
different faiths. The project launched in 2006 
with just one asylum seeker attending; today 
we welcome hundreds of people from over 
60 different countries who travel to the 
drop-in from across the whole of London 
and beyond. Co-founder and key leader 
Diane Taylor writes:

The core of the drop-in is human solidarity. 
Asylum seekers struggle enormously in this 
country because of the hostile environment; 
we try to mitigate some of the worst effects. 
Our main aim is to ensure that core services 

are protected - vouchers, money, food, 
clothing, children’s area, doctors, lawyers, 
therapists and follow up casework, while at 
the same time developing new services and 
partnerships. We collaborate with other 
NGOs in the asylum field and are in contact 
with more than 800 immigration lawyers. It 
is wonderful to see a large group of people, 
both asylum seekers and volunteers, from a 
wide range of different ethnic, religious and 
cultural backgrounds, working together 
harmoniously. 

Other projects in which members of the 
community have been involved include Help 
Refugees (helprefugees.org) ‘a group of 
everyday people taking joint action to 
improve the lives of refugees’, with over 80 
projects across Europe and the Middle East; 
Refugees at Home (refugeesathome.org/) 
connecting refugees in urgent need of 
accommodation with people who have a 
spare room in their home; and Refugee 
Tales, ( refugeetales.org/) which campaigns 
against indefinite detention. 

We asked a young man from Afghanistan 
who stayed with us for three weeks if he 
was religiously observant. ‘My religion is 
humility’ he replied. It’s been humbling for 
my wife and I to hear at first hand some of 
the struggles refugees and asylum seekers 
must face in order to build the positive 
future they hope to create in a new, strange 
and sadly sometimes inhospitable land. 

There are numerous groups supporting 
with asylum seekers and refugees in 
different ways. By connecting with an 
organisation which works in a manner we 
relate to, we can all help alleviate sufferings 
which probably lie beyond our imagination 
and be enriched in the process.
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What is the purpose of the 
Notre Dame Refugee Centre?
We aim to help refugees, asylum 
seekers and other migrants to 
overcome their difficulties and live 
happy, healthy, and productive lives. 
We believe that every individual and 
family in the UK has a right to live 
with dignity and respect. Our doors 
are open to all – we currently have 
1300 active users.

What services does  
the Centre offer?
We provide:
l a Drop-In Café on Mondays and 

Thursdays offering up to 100 
refugees and asylum seekers on 
both days a warm welcome and 
a meal

l professional advice in English 
and French on immigration, 
benefits, health, education and 
employment

l help with translations and form 
filling

l English lessons
l Travel money and clothing for 

the destitute
l Counselling and chaplaincy 

services
We are one of only a few remaining 

Centres in London offering free 
services to refugees and asylum 
seekers. Our work is one of 
solidarity and advocacy in a very 
direct and compassionate way.

How do you know you make a 
difference?
Take the case of one of our clients, 
a Nigerian national who arrived in 
the UK in 2011 and was granted 
leave to remain as a Zambrano 
carer on 8th January 2015. She 
is a single parent and sole carer 
of 2 children who have British 
citizenship. However, she was not 
allowed to receive public funds. 
Despite her part time work, the 
family was destitute and needed 
access to public funds to afford 
housing and to meet day to day 
living needs. The Home Office 
advised in a letter from 24th May 
2018 that they would need to apply 
for further leave to remain to access 
to public funds. The Notre Dame 
Refugee Centre Advisor who saw 
her made an application under 
Article 8, ‘The Right to a Private and 
Family Life’, in October 2018. The 
application was successful. The 
client can at last move on in her life 

and secure a future for her children.

What advice would you give 
those starting a drop-in 
centre?
Notre Dame Refugee Centre has 
been helping refugees and asylum 
seekers for more than 20 years. 
Our main advice would be to start 
with a small, regular service that 
works for the volunteers, and 
to expect it to be a while before 
it settles down. It’s also vital to 
build up a good list of services to 
signpost and refer visitors to.

For Refugees, With Refugees

NOTRE DAME REFUGEE CENTRE 

Thanks to the English 
teacher I could find an ESOL 
course adapted to my level 
in English. She also helped 
me to apply to college and I 
now go to mathematics and 
IT classes. I thought I would 
never be able to go back 
to studies. My dream is to 
become a pilot when I have 
my status.
A visitor to NDRC

CASE  
STUDY



Transform the lives of a refugee family and transform your community 
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re you one of the many people in Britain 
who would like to help people fleeing war 
and persecution?

Do want to do more than just send a 
donation to a refugee charity or sign a 
petition?  

Do you feel you, your friends and 
neighbours could welcome a refugee family 
into your community, help them settle and 
build a new life?

If so, the Community Sponsorship 
programme could be for you.

Community Sponsorship gives power to 
local volunteer groups to resettle a refugee 
family in their neighbourhood.  It is a big 
commitment, but hugely rewarding – and 
Sponsor Refugees is here to help every step 
of the way.

Groups need to:
l Find and furnish an affordable home for a 

refugee family for a period of 2 years
l Raise at least £9,000 (to cover various 

costs like translation, furnishing the 
house, and English classes)

l Welcome the family at the airport and 
settle them in their new community 
(helping them register for benefits, access 
health services and enroll children in 
schools)

l Provide support and encouragement to 
the family for one year so that they can 
live securely and independently

It is a big responsibility, but Sponsor 
Refugees are here to support groups 
through every step of the process.  
You can contact their small, friendly  
team at: communitysponsorship 
@citizensuk.org.

Why participate in Community 
Sponsorship?
Community Sponsorship transforms the 
lives of both the family and volunteers. 
l It Is a practical way for local people to 

respond to the global refugee crisis
l It provides a safe and legal route for 

refugees to come to the UK
l It makes maximum use of the capacity, 

commitment and networks of citizens to 
help refugees

l It improves the chances of refugees to 
settle in, learn English and find work

l It strengthens community bonds
l It sends a strong message that refugees 

are welcome in the UK

Visit www.sponsorrefugees.org  
to find out more.

COMMUNITY 
SPONSORSHIP 

CCJ President Senior 
Rabbi Danny Rich 
and a community 

sponsorship group
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Why did you decide to take 
part in an interfaith community 
sponsorship project?
Citizens UK already had a 
Refugees Welcome group in 
Redbridge. When the opportunity 
to take part in Community 
Sponsorship came along their local 
organiser suggested we might like 
to form a partnership of different 
faith groups. 

As well as wanting to extend 
a welcome to refugees  we also 
wanted  to foster  good relationships 
between faith communities  locally 
and this was a great opportunity to 
do this as   this concern connected 
all the communities and gave us the 
opportunity to take  part in a shared 
endeavour.

How have you found working 
between different faiths?
We have really enjoyed working 
together. It has been an amazing 
opportunity to meet and become 
friends with people from other faith 
communities both in our planning 
group and in the makeup of our 
wider group of befrienders, which 
includes Sikhs, Muslims and 

Christians. Members of the planning 
group have become firm friends and 
share information about their own 
faith community events which may 
interest others.

We have fostered  working 
together by:
l setting up mixed working groups 

to prepare different parts of the 
application. For example we had 
a safeguarding subgroup and 
a volunteering subgroup with 
both Christians and Muslims as 
members.

l receiving hospitality for our 
planning meetings and befriender 
training at the places of worship 
of our members.

l attending each others’ events. For 
example, Muslim members of the 
partnership brought their families 
to a children’s fundraising film 
evening  organised by one of the 
church partners.

What’s been the most 
challenging part of the 
project?
By far the most challenging part 
of the project has been finding 

accommodation for the family. This 
is due to the wide gap between 
the local LHA rate and the cost of 
renting a property. Even this though 
became an interfaith friendship 
opportunity. Muslims announced 
the need for a house in their Friday 
prayers, Jewish friends in the 
Shabbat service and Christians 
in their churches so their whole 
congregations were aware of what 
we were doing. 

What advice would you 
give others thinking about 
community sponsorship?
In terms of general advice it 
would definitely be to get a 
possible property lined up first (we 
waited nearly 2 years before we 
succeeded).

In terms of advice for an Interfaith 
partnership advice, I would say that  
it is about both ensuring that all  
members of the partnership have 
equal say and reach a consensus 
for every decision taken and also 
about making sure that relationship 
building is part of the process of 
running meetings and the work 
done between meetings.

For Refugees, With Refugees

REDBRIDGE COMMUNITY SPONSORSHIP

CASE  
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Why did you want to set up 
the Weekend Club?
We wanted to offer a practical 

response to support refugee 
integration in Edinburgh, 
and had been inspired 
by a similar project run 
by Interfaith Glasgow.  
In 2015 the City of 

Edinburgh Council started 
welcoming Syrian refugees 

as part of the Vulnerable Persons 
Resettlement Programme.  In 
addition, Edinburgh is home 
to a number of families facing 
immigration difficulties and 
who are subject to No Recourse 
to Public Funds.  We wanted to 
play our part in how Edinburgh 
welcomes and provides sanctuary 
for people fleeing from war and 
persecution, and to gain valuable 
practical knowledge about how to 
deliver an integration programme 
with volunteers.

The aims were to help tackle 
social isolation and loneliness 
faced by refugees and asylum 
seekers, support the building of 
friendships, to offer the chance to 
practice English in an informal and 
family-friendly setting and to help 
receiving communities to participate 
in integration.  

What difference does it  
make having it as an  
interfaith project?
Faith groups in Scotland have 
worked together in helping to 

shape a shared and co-
ordinated response to 

refugee issues.  It is a 
natural extension of the 
principle of the Golden 
Rule.  Each religious 

tradition also brings 
its own story of exile or 

persecution.
It also makes sense as the 

beneficiaries – the refugees 
and asylum seekers as well as 
Edinburgh communities – are 
themselves diverse and plural 
in religion, belief and outlook.  

By not coming from a single 
religion but working together for  
the common good, we have been 
more effective and opened doors  
in terms of partnership, funding 
and support.  

What happens at the  
Weekend Club?
Events take place once a month 

and a local faith group 
acts as host, to 

provide food and 
refreshments, 
volunteers and 
activities.  Each 

month is at a 
different venue and 

doing something different. 
The refugees make suggestions 
about what they would like to do, 
or sometimes it is people from the 
receiving communities who want 
to share something about Scottish 
traditions and culture.

Events have included: excursions 
(to the beach, to the zoo, to 
Edinburgh Castle or to a Country 
Park), activities (family days with 
games and face-painting, baking 
and sharing recipes), meals (a 
Burns’ Supper and a Iftar meal 
during Ramadan) and information 

sharing (on financial 

inclusion and 
planning).

Events are supported 
by a multi faith team of volunteers 
who help plan, organise and 
deliver each event.  Sometimes we 
find the faith group that is hosting 
will provide the food, or that the 
costs of ticket entry would be 
waived, so that way the costs can 
be minimised or at least shared.

How would you go about 
setting up a similar project?
A team of people to organise 
an event is important as 
there are lots of jobs 
that need doing – 
from Safeguarding 
(if you are working 
with children) and 
Health and Safety, as 
well as thinking about 
interpretation and intercultural 
sensitivities.  We’ve found it useful 
to employ a staff person to look 
after the programme, from recruiting 
our multi faith team of volunteers, 
reaching out to faith groups, liaison 
with refugees and with other 
agencies in the city.   We’d also be 
happy to offer advice by email or 
over the phone.  Get in touch with 
us via our website www.sfar.org.uk. 

For Refugees, With Refugees

EDINBURGH WEEKEND CLUB
CASE  
STUDY

The Hebrew Bible repeats 
a number of times the 
admonition that ‘You know 
the heart of a stranger for you 
were strangers in Egypt’ which 
has served as an impetus for 
the Jew to put him or herself 
in the (metaphorical) place of 
another and then take action 
to relieve disadvantage.

Whilst because of 
oppression, prejudice and 
simple economics Jews 
have faced the prospect 

-and endured- the reality 
of becoming refugees, the 
threat to life and home has 
no discrimination: it can any 
afflict a person of any faith, 
nation or class.

Accordingly the campaign 
to support refugees needs 
the attention and efforts of all 
decent persons of any faith 
and none.

CCJ President Rabbi Danny  
Rich, Senior Rabbi & Chief 
Executive of Liberal Judaism
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Our Second Home ran their first 
residential summer camp for UK-
based first generation refugees in 
August 2018. The camp is run by 
volunteers from a mix of faiths and 
backgrounds, inspired by Jewish 
youth movement summer camps. 
They are currently planning their 
second camp to take place in 
August 2019.

What is Our Second Home?
We are a trans-national youth 
movement that empowers migrants 
and refugees to flourish in the 
place that they call home. Through 
residential activities, we create 
community and build leaders.

How did your Jewish roots 
inform Our Second Home?
You can trace both our mission 
and our method to the shared 
Jewish histories of our 
volunteers. Many of us have 
refugee experiences in our 
families - my grandfather 

saved lives in the Kindertransport 
- and were mobilised to welcome 
refugees in the way our ancestors 
were welcomed. The youth 
movement model we’ve adopted is 
based on the experiences we had 
in our movements growing up; I 
wouldn’t be the person I am without 
the nurturing environment and 
leadership training I was given.

How are you involving 
refugees and asylum seekers 
in leading Our Second Home?
We work with, not for the migrants 
and refugees in OSH. Every day 
on our residentials is only possible 
because of the participation and 
initiative of our participants. We 
are also running an accredited 
leadership training programme so 
that our participants go on to lead 
the movement.

What advice would you 
give on working with young 
refugees and asylum 
seekers?
Find out what is being done in your 
local area and see how you can 
complement it. The enthusiasm 
our volunteers have brought 

to our partner 
organisations has 
helped spread the 
kind of support and 
love that is at the 
centre of OSH.

OUR SECOND HOME

CASE  
STUDY
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GETTING STARTED
ON YOUR 

PROJECT
SOME HELP FROM CITY OF SANCTUARY

Finances 
People seeking 
sanctuary rely 
on very limited 
benefits and might 
be destitute. When working with 
people with such severe budget 
constraints you could consider: 
l Fundraising to cover transport 
costs for refugees and asylum 
seekers to get to your site. This 
could be done through grant 
applications or crowdfunding
l Eating together at the end of 
a session. This is a great thing 
to do for many reasons, but will 
also help provide a healthy meal for 
people who may be in food poverty. 
l If you run any social activities, 
such as a celebratory meal or 
fundraising event, consider 
whether they are accessible for 
people on very limited budgets. 
Take steps to ensure no one is 
excluded by paying travel costs 
or making arrangements for 
people to bring their children 
so that the cost of childcare is 
not an issue.
l If you are reimbursing 
volunteers for out of pocket 
expenses, make sure that 
this does not inadvertently 
jeopardise someone’s 
asylum claim

Funding 
Funding is invariably 
a challenge for many 
groups, and especially 
when working with 

For Refugees, With Refugees

sanctuary seekers who typically 
have extremely little access to 
money. Think about how your 
group could secure funding to 
enable you to embed provision 
for sanctuary seekers into your 
activities. Some specific costs you 
might need to consider include 
participant travel costs, food, 

additional staff time 
or to pay for a 

specialist support 
worker. There are a 
number of funders 
who support work 

with refugees and 
asylum seekers. For 

up to date information on 
what is available it is worth signing 
up to relevant newsletters from 
supporting organisations.

Language 
Make sure that language is not a 
barrier to people attending who 
speak limited, or no, English. 
There are plenty of ways to work 
together without using any words 
at all. Some things to think about 
are:
l When giving instructions, try to 
incorporate as many nonverbal 
descriptions as possible. Things 
like miming actions, pointing 
to specific tools or giving clear 
positive or negative hand signals 
can really help someone with little 
English 
l Ask what the item you’re talking 
about is called in their language, 
and if possible make a note of 

it. You could 
label key items 
with a number 
of different 
translations, and 
use photos of common 
items. This can be more inclusive 
than the use of written language 
and makes those with little English 
feel welcome and considered 
l Think about having key pieces 
of information, signs or words of 
welcome translated into a few 
different languages. This helps 
to send a clear message that 
speakers of other languages are 
welcome and valued 
l Find out whether there are 
people within your community who 
could help with interpreting, either 
in person or by helping translate 
key bits of information like labels, 
signs and notices.

Location 
Are you rural / suburban / urban? 
Are there likely to be many people 
seeking sanctuary living in your 
area or would they need to travel 
to get to you? What are the public 
transport links like and how 
expensive and accessible 
are they? Consider 
whether people of 
all religions will feel 
comfortable entering 
your place of worship, 
or whether there is a 
more neutral venue like 
a community hall that you 
could use.
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Safeguarding 
Safeguarding is essential, most 
especially volunteers and asylum 
seekers and refugees who 

may be particularly 
vulnerable or at risk 

of exploitation. We 
advise that you take 
expert advice on 
safeguarding matters 

as appropriate to your 
context.

As a minimum we recommend 
the following:
l All groups to have a 
safeguarding policy in place 
which suits the type of activities/
services you deliver (and takes into 
consideration anyone involved or 
who may come into contact with 
the group).
l Ensure the policy explains why 
some volunteers (particularly 
asylum seekers and refugees) 
might be particularly vulnerable.
l Appoint a safeguarding lead 
and deputy who have received 
training in safeguarding/
protection of vulnerable adults 
(leads should have a minimum 
of a basic DBS check and two 
references).
l Explain the policy to all 
volunteers and ensure they 
know that any concerns will 
be dealt with in accordance 
with the policy.
l Explain the policy to 
all asylum seekers and 
refugees involved in CoS 
activities and services and 
ensure they know that any 
concerns will be dealt with 
in accordance with the 
policy.
l All volunteers and 
service users should  

know who the safeguarding 
leads are and have their contact 
details.  (A business card with a 
safeguarding lead contact is a 
useful idea).
l The management committee/
steering group/board etc should 
all be aware of the policy and 
their responsibilities.

Volunteering and the 
Asylum System
Asylum seekers are permitted to 
volunteer their time for charities 
or public sector organisations, 
so long as it does not interfere 
with any stage of the asylum 
process, such as interviews or 
appointments. Volunteering is a 
great way to socialise and gain 
new skills. Anyone claiming 
asylum is currently prohibited 
from working by the Home Office. 
There is provision for people 
to start applying for work 12 
months after they submitted 
their asylum claim, but this is 
only for a very limited number of 
specialist roles and so effectively 
most people are still barred 
from employment and any 
suggestion that they have 
undertaken paid work of 
any kind could seriously 
jeopardise their claim. 
The Home Office has 
guidance for asylum seekers 
wishing to work or volunteer, and 
this explains the key elements in 
establishing whether someone 
is a volunteer rather than an 
employee or a worker. Volunteers 
may be reimbursed for expenses 
incurred whilst volunteering, for 
example, for travel and food, 
but should not receive any other 
payment. If any other payment is 
received the role may be classed 

as an employee or worker. In 
order to ensure that no part of 
their volunteering with you could 
constitute this you should:
 • Ensure that no payment is made, 
other than reasonable travel and 
meal expenses actually incurred 
(using receipts as evidence, not 
giving an allowance for the same) 
l Ensure there are no contractual 
obligations on the volunteer and 
they do not have any contractual 
entitlement to any work or benefits 
(either financial or of items in kind) 
l Be aware that your group 
should be a registered voluntary 
or charitable organisation, an 
organisation that raises funds for 
either of these, or a public sector 
organisation 
l Make sure that the volunteering 
being carried out is not a 
substitute for employment, i.e. 
fulfilling a role that a salaried 
worker would normally fulfil 
l If you provide a letter of 
support for an asylum seeker who 
volunteers with you, be very clear 
in your description of the activities 

they have undertaken and only 
use the term “volunteering”, 

never “volunteer work” 
[Full information can 
be found on the UK 
Government website at //

assets.publishing.service. 
gov.uk/government/uploads/ 

system/uploads/atachment_data/ 
fle/583192/Permission-to-work-v7. 
pdf.]

This section is collated and 
reproduced with permission from 
City of Sanctuary’s Gardens of 
Sanctuary Resource. You can 
access all City of Sanctuary’s 
resources at //cityofsanctuary.org/
resources.
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Lord Alf Dubs 
speaks at CCJ’s 

refugee workshop

CCJ workshop 
participants plan 

their projects
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SCRIPTURAL RESOURCES
l Scottish Faith Action for Refugees has a theological reflection on 

migration, ‘Becoming Human Together’: http://www.sfar.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2018/05/Becoming-Human-Together.pdf

l HIAS selection of Jewish sources on refugees:  
http://www.hias.org/sites/default/files/hias_refugee_torah_.pdf

l The Methodist Church’s Bible Study course based on migration 
stories from the Bible:  
https://www.methodistlondon.org.uk/migration-bible-study

l ‘Hospitality and Sanctuary for All’ is an interfaith resource from City 
of Sanctuary. https://cityofsanctuary.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/
SANCTUARY-FOR-ALL-RESOURCE-2.pdf 

l René Cassin’s resource, ‘Making the Jewish Case for Human Rights’, 
has a section on asylum and detention from p32-33. 

COURSES
l Future Learn has a free course for volunteers working with refugees: 

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/volunteering-with-refugees
l They also run another course on working supportively with refugees: 

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/cultural-mediation
l The Asylum Support Appeals Project has a free course on asylum 

support at https://www.asaproject.org/training/elearning
l Right to Remain run workshops and training for groups:  

https://righttoremain.org.uk

INFORMATION ON REFUGEES  
AND THE ASYLUM PROCESS 
l Joint Committee on Human Rights (2019) Immigration detention
l British Red Cross (2018) Never truly free: The humanitarian impact  

of the UK immigration detention system

FURTHER 
RESOURCES
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l Amnesty International (2017) A matter of routine: The use of 
immigration detention in the UK

l APPG on Refugees and APPG on Migration (2015) Report of the 
Parliamentary Inquiry into the Use of Immigration Detention in the 
United Kingdom

l Right to Remain’s toolkit provides an overview to the UK asylum 
system: https://righttoremain.org.uk/toolkit/

l Daniel Trilling’s ‘Lights in the Distance’ is an informative look at the 
human faces behind the refugee crisis.

LOCAL PROJECTS
l Many churches, synagogues, interfaith groups and other 

organisations are already working to support refugees in their local 
area. If you’d like assistance in identifying groups to work with 
nearby, please contact the CCJ office at cjrelations@ccj.org.uk. 

l CCJ also has a Rabbi-Clergy Action Network of rabbis and clergy 
across the UK who are involved in interfaith social action work. To 
get involved or to join the network, email cjrelations@ccj.org.uk.

PRACTICAL ADVICE
l Near Neighbours has resources on planning interfaith projects, 

fundraising, and promoting your project:  
https://www.near-neighbours.org.uk/resources

l The City of Sanctuary resources section has a wide range of 
information available at https://cityofsanctuary.org/resources/

ORGANISATIONS
In addition to the other organisations featured in this resource, the 
following organisations lead on refugee work in the UK:
l Refugee Council
l British Red Cross
l World Jewish Relief
l Churches Refugee Network
l Jesuit Refugee Service 
l Refugee Week

Have you found this guide helpful? Let us know by emailing 
cjrelations@ccj.org.uk about how you’ve used it, post on our facebook 
page, or tag us @CCJUK on twitter. Your feedback can help us in our 
future social action programmes. 
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Council of Christians and Jews
cjrelations@ccj.org.uk

020 3515 3003

Mary Sumner House
24 Tufton Street

London
SW1P 3RB

www.ccj.org.uk

facebook/TheCCJ
@CCJUK


